That desert camp belonged to the desert as though it had stood there
for centuries. And also built into Taliesin West is the best in the strong
young lives of about thirty young men and women for their winter seasons
of about seven years. Some local labour went in too, but not much. And
the constant supervision of an architect—myself, Olgivanna inspiring and
working with us all, working as hard as I—living a full life? too full, mean-
while.
The difficulty was for us, that the place had to be lived in while it was
being built.
We were sometimes marooned for five days at a time. The desert devils
would swirl sand all over us when it was dry. We could see whole thunder-
storms hanging below us over the valley, see the winds rushing the clouds
toward us, and we would get the camp ready as though we were at its
mercy out on a ship at sea. At times on the way to and from Phoenix for
supplies I would sit in the car, Olgivanna by my side, when my feet were
on the brakes under water up to my knees.
The Masselinks coming to visit their son were lost in the desert water-
waste overnight, and water was up to everybody's knees until the after-
noon of the next day. The son in an attempted rescue was almost carried
away.
Frequently visitors trying to see us were nearly drowned in the desert*
Hardships toward the latter end of the experiment were almost more
than flesh and blood could bear. Olgivanna and I, living in the midst of a
rushing building operation for seven years, began to wear down.
Otherwise our Fellowship life went on much the same, Taliesin or
Taliesin West—except that the conspiracy of Time and Money was a litde
less against us.
Once you get the desert in your blood—look on the map of Arizona
Highways for Taliesin West.
N.B. IVe forgotten to speak of our desert playhouse: a *kiva' solid
masonry inside and outside, with a sunken fireplace and an outside hangar
for our cinema to peep in through the thick stone wall, arrangements for
feasting and music. A triumph of imagination by way of simple form and
limited space in the heart of a great cubical masonry block.
FELLOWSHIP LIABILITIES OR DEMOCRATIC
BACK DRAG
I have said they would not be peculiar to us but would be those com-
mon to Democracy.
L The Servant Mind
The servant mind is a menace to us as it is a menace to Democracy.
And it is a natural inheritance of the melting pot. It comes from the lower
xanks of society and permeates the upper ranks to destroy them—-the drag
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